Undergraduate Admissions

Following needs to be updated, made exciting and inviting by somebody who can do good PR.

Some text from here: http://cs.illinois.edu/prospective-students/undergraduates could be used. But it is pretty anemic.

Interested in joining CS @ Illinois? We'd love to have you! We offer seven undergraduate degrees (and counting), from our B.S. degree in CS in the College of Engineering, to the blended "CS+X" degrees in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. We've been in the education business for over fifty years. Take your time to find out more about our Degrees Offered, our Student Organizations (insert link), Research Opportunities for Undergraduates, or our five-year combined BS/MS (insert link) or BS/MCS (insert link) degrees. When you're ready, the links below will get you started with the application process.

Requirements (not sure what is meant to be here; perhaps just a link to http://engineering.illinois.edu/admissions/undergraduate/index.html)

Deadlines (link to offsite)

Apply Now (link to offsite)

Housing (link to offsite)

Financial Aid (landing page; links to Ugrad Scholarships & Awards; external info (OSFA))

Transfer Students (Check that Steve has updated this page to include pointers to external transfers)

Accreditation (text from here: http://cs.illinois.edu/prospective-students/undergraduates/undergraduate-learning-outcomes, along with recent graduation statistics broken down by College of Engineering students, and pointer to updated statistics from here: http://cs.illinois.edu/about-us/cs-statistics. Steve will provide updated information after discussion with Lenny.)